Abstract. This paper presents a unified treatment of constant mean curvature (cmc) surfaces in the simply-connected 3-dimensional space forms R 3 , S 3 and H 3 in terms of meromorphic loop Lie algebra valued 1-forms. We discuss global issues such as period problems and asymptotic behaviour involved in the construction of cmc surfaces with nontrivial topology. We prove existence of new examples of complete non-simply-connected cmc surfaces in all three space forms, with a special emphasis on the case where the surface is homeomorphic to a thrice punctured sphere. We explicitly compute the extended frame for any associated family of Delaunay surfaces and prove two general asymptotics results.
Introduction. The Gauß map of a constant mean curvature (cmc) surface in three dimensional Euclidean space R 3 is a harmonic map [32] , which can be obtained as a projection of a horizontal holomorphic map from the universal cover of the surface into a certain loop group [42] . Based on this loop group approach, there is a generalized Weierstrass type representation for cmc surfaces due to Dorfmeister, Pedit and Wu [11] . It involves solving a holomorphic complex linear 2×2 system of ordinary differential equations (ode) with values in a loop group, and subsequently Iwasawa decomposing the solution into two factors, one of which is a moving frame of the surface. As both of these steps are generally not explicit, the procedure has been implemented [33] by the fourth author in a software package called cmclab. Experimentation with cmclab has provided new insights and enabled the discovery of many new examples of open non-simply-connected cmc surfaces [22] , [21] and [23] .
To prove the existence of a non-simply-connected cmc surface via the generalized Weierstraß representation, one has to solve period problems and study the monodromy representation of the solution of the ode. The generalized Weierstraß representation generates a one parameter family of cmc surfaces, the associated family. The period problem can at best be solved for one specific member of this family, that is for one specific value of the loop parameter. In order for the resulting immersion to close up, the monodromy has to satisfy additional closing conditions, which can be ensured at the level of the ode. To show existence of new non-simply connected examples, we provide sufficient conditions which ensure that the closing conditions hold, and apply these methods to when the underlying domain is the n-punctured sphere for n = 2, 3. Here the punctures correspond to ends of the surface, where the coefficient matrix of the ode has poles.
Cylinders, the case of two ends, have been studied via the generalized Weierstraß representation in [9] , [19] and [22] . While several classes with various end behavior are now known, the moduli space of all cmc cylinders is not yet well understood. The only classification result was obtained for cmc cylinders of revolution by Delaunay [7] in 1841 -the resulting surfaces are the well known Delaunay surfaces. When an end of a cmc surface converges to a Delaunay surface, we call this a Delaunay end. We show how the pole structure at the punctures determines the geometry of the ends of the surface and prove that simple poles can generate Delaunay ends.
Trinoids, the case n = 3, constitute the next simplest topology. In analogy to Delaunay surfaces, there are cmc surfaces with three Delaunay ends [18] . These have recently been Mathematics Subject Classification. 53A10. March 3, 2008. studied in [12] , [14] , [22] and [35] . We shall build on these results and construct cmc trinoids with Delaunay ends via the generalized Weierstraß representation in all three space forms.
Let us briefly outline the contents: We recall the 2 × 2 matrix models of the space forms, gather the necessary background from the theory of loop groups and provide the local theory of cmc surfaces in space forms in terms of meromorphic loop Lie algebra valued 1-forms. We then lay the foundation for globalizing the construction of open cmc surfaces: we discuss the notion of monodromy on various levels of the construction and characterize the period problem.
One aim of the paper is to exhibit many examples for the generalized Weierstraß representation and prove their geometric properties. We discuss the Weierstraß data for Delaunay surfaces in R 3 , S 3 and H 3 , since they form a necessary prerequisite for understanding other new examples in this paper, and derive a necessary inequality on the weight associated to an end of a Delaunay surface in terms of its Weierstraß data.
A large part of this work is concerned with obtaining sufficient conditions for when an end of a cmc surface is asymptotic to a Delaunay surface. As one of several applications of our asymptotics results, we solve an outstanding problem regarding the asymptotic behavior of a class of cylinders in R 3 [22] ; we also solve the corresponding period problems and asymptotics for analogous cylinders in the other two space forms. We state the asymptotics results in the generality necessary for applying them to many known and forthcoming cmc examples; in addition to cylinders and trinoids here, they have already been applied to periodic examples in [21] .
We provide a detailed study of trinoids -cmc immersions of the thrice punctured Riemann sphere. As part of solving the period problem, the study of trinoids requires the use of a well-known condition for the simultaneous unitarisability of three matrices. This pointwise condition is then used to obtain the loop group valued unitariser. The constructions of the trinoids are explained and the asymptotic behaviour of their ends is established by applying our asymptotics result. We also prove the existence of cmc trinoids with Delaunay ends in S 3 and H 3 .
We then return to further examples of cmc cylinders and present the Weierstraß data for the bubbletons [38] via dressing by the simple factors of Terng and Uhlenbeck [40] . We discuss how the results of [23] carry over to the other space forms and prove existence of trinoids with 'bubbles' in S 3 and H 3 . We also prove that dressing by simple factors preserves asymptotic behaviour. We compute the extended unitary frame for an associated family of a Delaunay surface and provide the necessary growth estimates needed in proving our asymptotics results.
Throughout, we make extensive use of the classical theory of regular singular points to prove both existence of new classes of cmc surfaces as well as exhibiting their asymptotic behaviour. The unitarisation problem for three regular singularities is solved here, and these ideas can be extended to n singularities if special symmetries are imposed [34] . The general case of n ≥ 4 remains unsolved. For a map F : M → G, the pullback α = F * θ also satisfies (1.1). The Maurer-Cartan Lemma asserts that if N is a connected and simply connected smooth manifold, then every solution α ∈ Ω 1 (N, g) of (1.1) integrates to a smooth map F : N → G with α = F * θ.
We complexify the tangent bundle T M and decompose T M C = T ′ M ⊕ T ′′ M into (1, 0) and (0, 1) tangent spaces and write d = ∂ + ∂. Dually, we decompose
and accordingly split
1.2. Euclidean three space. We fix the following basis of sl 2 (C) as
and will denote by · , · the bilinear extension of the Ad-invariant inner product of su 2 to su
This allows us to compute d * df = iv 2 HN dz ∧ dz and proves the claim.
called the Codazzi equations, and into an ǫ component
the Gauss equation. For u = 2 log v, (1.6) reads u zz + 1 2 e u H 2 − 2e −u |Q| 2 = 0.
1.3. The three sphere. We identify the three-sphere S 3 ⊂ R 4 with S 3 ∼ = SU 2 × SU 2 / D, where D is the diagonal. The double cover of the isometry group SO(4) is SU 2 × SU 2 via the action X → F XG −1 . Let · , · denote the bilinear extension of the Euclidean inner product of R 4 to C 4 under this identification.
Proof. Let U ⊂ M be an open simply connected set with coordinate z : U → C. Writing df ′ = f z dz and df ′′ = fzdz, conformality is equivalent to f z , f z = fz, fz = 0 and the existence of a function v ∈ C ∞ (U, R + ) such that 2 f z , fz = v 2 . By left invariance, ω ′ , ω ′ = df ′ , df ′ , so conformality is ω ′ , ω ′ = 0. Take a smooth lift, that is, a pair of smooth maps F, G :
The Codazzi equations are the same as in (1.5), while the Gauss equation becomes
1.4. Hyperbolic three space. We identify hyperbolic three-space H 3 with the symmetric space SL 2 (C)/SU 2 embedded in the real 4-space of Hermitian symmetric matrices as [g] ֒→ g g * , where g * denotes the complex conjugate transpose of g. The double cover of the isometry group SO(3, 1) of H 3 is SL 2 (C) via the action X → F XF * .
Proof. Let U ⊂ M be an open simply connected set with coordinate z : U → C. Writing df ′ = f z dz and df ′′ = fzdz, conformality is equivalent to f z , f z = fz, fz = 0 and the existence of a function v ∈ C ∞ (U, R + ) such that 2 f z , fz = v 2 . Take a smooth lift
A direct consequence of the Codazzi equation is that when the mean curvature is constant, the Hopf differential is holomorphic. If (v, H, Q) is a solution of a Gauss equation, then so is (v, H, λ −1 Q) for all |λ| = 1. Since the invariants (v, H, Q) determine an immersion up to isometries, a cmc surface comes in an S 1 -family, the associated family.
Loop groups
We introduce various loop groups, state the Iwasawa decomposition and recall the dressing action [6] in our context. For expository accounts consult [1] , [15] and [31] .
For each real 0 < r ≤ 1, the circle, open disk (interior) and open annulus are denoted respectively by C r = {λ ∈ C : |λ| = r}, I r = {λ ∈ C : |λ| < r} and A r = {λ ∈ C : r < |λ| < 1/r}.
The r-loop group of SL 2 (C) are the smooth maps of C r into SL 2 (C):
The Lie algebras of these groups are Λ r sl 2 (C) = C ∞ (C r , sl 2 (C)). We will use the following two subgroups of Λ r SL 2 (C):
2) let B = B ∈ SL 2 (C) : tr(B) > 0 and Ad B(ǫ + ) = ρ ǫ + , ρ ∈ R * + , and define the positive r-loops
B extends analytically to B : I r → SL 2 (C) and B(0) ∈ B} .
(ii) For F :
, and denote the r-unitary loops by
For r = 1 we omit the subscript. Replacing SL 2 (C) by GL 2 (C), we define the analogous loop Lie subgroups of Λ r GL 2 (C). In this case, the subgroup B ⊂ GL 2 (C) consists of matrices with det B > 0, trB > 0 and Ad B(ǫ + ) = ρ ǫ + for some positive real number ρ, and Λ R r GL 2 (C) consists of F ∈ Λ r GL 2 (C) that extend analytically to F : A r → GL 2 (C) and satisfy F * = det(F ) F −1 . Corresponding to all the above subgroups, we analogously define Lie subalgebras of Λ r gl 2 (C). [28] (with respect to the natural smooth manifold structure, as in [29] and Chapter 3 of [31] ). The unique splitting of an element Φ ∈ Λ r SL 2 (C)
with F ∈ Λ R r SL 2 (C) and B ∈ Λ + r SL 2 (C), will be called Iwasawa (or r-Iwasawa) decomposition. Since B ∩SU 2 = {Id}, also Λ R r SL 2 (C)∩Λ + r SL 2 (C) = {Id}. The normalization B(0) ∈ B is a choice to ensure uniqueness of the Iwasawa factorization. We call F the r-unitary part of Φ.
Dressing action. The dressing action of Λ
be the Iwasawa decomposition in Λ r SL 2 (C) with h# r F ∈ Λ R r SL 2 (C). We say h# r F was obtained by r-dressing F by h.
Holomorphic potentials
Replacing Q → λ −1 Q in the Maurer-Cartan forms (1.4), (1.7) and (1.9) gives Λsl 2 (C)-valued 1-forms of the form
As the left sides of (3.2) and (3.3) are λ dependent while their right sides are not, both sides of (3.2) and (3.3) must be identically zero. Maps
λ dF λ is of the form (3.1) will be called r-unitary frames. Define
In the following Lemma we recall a method from [11] that generates r-unitary frames. Define
and denote the holomorphic 1-forms on M with values in Λ Proof. Expand B = B j λ j , j ≥ 0 and define 
The Sym-Bobenko Formulas
Given an r-unitary frame, an immersion can be obtained by formulas first found by Sym [39] for pseudo-spherical surfaces in R 3 and extended by Bobenko [3] to cmc immersions in the three space forms. Our formulas differ from these, since we work in untwisted loop groups. Let ∂ λ = ∂/∂λ. Theorem 4.1. Let M be a simply connected Riemann surface and F λ ∈ F r (M ) an r-unitary frame for some r ∈ (0, 1]. 3) , proving conformality. Further, using (3.2) and (3.3) gives
. Using Lemma 1.3 yields the formula for H and concludes the proof of the theorem.
The generalized Weierstraß representation
Summarizing the above, by combining Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.1, cmc surfaces can be constructed in the following three steps: Let ξ ∈ Λ r Ω(M ), z 0 ∈ M and Φ 0 ∈ Λ r SL 2 (C). We call a triple (ξ, Φ 0 , z 0 ) Weierstraß data. A potential ξ ∈ Λ r Ω(M ) has an expansion, with closed forms a, b ∈ Ω ′ (M, C), of the form
The metric of the resulting cmc immersions is a nowhere vanishing multiple of |a| 2 . The Hopf differential of the resulting cmc immersion is a constant multiple of the quadratic differential ab. To avoid branch points in examples we choose a closed form a ∈ Ω ′ (M, C * ) and prescribe the umbilics as the roots of a closed form
The corresponding Iwasawa decomposition [31] of Λ r GL 2 (C) yields a unique map F : M → Λ R r GL 2 (C) and the Sym-Bobenko formulas (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) must be modified and become, respectively,
The map (ξ, Φ 0 , z 0 ) → F r (M ) is surjective [11] . Injectivity fails, since the gauge group acts by right multiplication on the fibers of this map: Indeed, on the holomorphic potential level, the gauge action
By Proposition 2.9 of [6] , the dressing action (2.1) descends to F r (M ) and in the context of the generalized Weierstraß representation is the variation of the initial condition in (5.1) by left multiplication of Λ r SL 2 (C) or Λ r GL 2 (C).
Examples. We give the Weierstraß data for well known simply connected surfaces.
• Spheres. The triple (λ −1 ǫ + dz, Id, 0) yields F = (1 + zz) −1/2 (Id + zλ −1 ǫ + +zλǫ − ), which inserted into (4.1), (4.2) or (4.3) yields round spheres in R 3 , S 3 or H 3 .
• Smyth surfaces.
Define ξ = (λ −1 ǫ + − cz k ǫ − )dz on M = C, for c ∈ C * and k ∈ N ∪ {0}. Then (ξ, Id, 0) yields surfaces with intrinsic rotational symmetry [4] , called Smyth surfaces [36] . In the R 3 case, they are proper and complete [41] , and their asymptotics are investigated in [3] . In Figure 1 we display Smyth surfaces in R 3 , S 3 and H 3 with c = 1 5 and k = 1. When the target space is R 3 (respectively S 3 , H 3 ), we chose λ 0 = 1 (respectively µ = λ
). In all three target spaces, Φ 0 = Id and z 0 = 0. For viewing surfaces in S 3 , we stereographically project S 3 from its north pole to R 3 ∪ {∞}. For surfaces in H 3 , we use the Poincare model, which is stereographic projection of the Minkowski model in Lorentz space from the point (0, 0, 0, −1) to the 3-ball of points (0, x, y, z) ∈ R 3,1 such that x 2 + y 2 + z 2 < 1, equivalent to the 3-ball of points (x, y, z) ∈ R 3 such that x 2 + y 2 + z 2 < 1. The graphics are produced by the fourth author's cmclab [33] .
Invariant potentials & Monodromy
Let M be a connected Riemann surface with universal cover M → M and let ∆ denote the group of deck transformations.
is called the monodromy matrix of Φ with respect to γ. If Ψ : M → Λ r SL 2 (C) is another solution of dΦ = Φξ and χ(γ) = (γ * Ψ) Ψ −1 , then there exists a constant C ∈ Λ r SL 2 (C) such that Ψ = CΦ. Hence χ(γ) = Cχ(γ)C −1 and different solutions give rise to mutually conjugate monodromy matrices.
A choice of base pointz 0 ∈ M and initial condition Φ 0 ∈ Λ r SL 2 (C) gives the monodromy representation χ : ∆ → Λ r SL 2 (C) of a holomorphic potential ξ ∈ Λ r Ω(M ). Henceforth, when we speak of the monodromy representation, or simply monodromy, we tacitly assume that it is induced by an underlying triple (ξ, Φ 0 ,z 0 ). Note that the invariance γ * ξ = ξ for all γ ∈ ∆ is equivalent to dχ = 0, ensuring that the monodromy is z-independent and thus well defined. It is shown in [9] that cmc immersions of open Riemann surfaces M can always be generated by such invariant holomorphic potentials.
If Φ = F B is the pointwise Iwasawa decomposition of Φ : M → Λ r SL 2 (C), then we shall need to study the monodromy of F to control the periodicity of the resulting cmc immersion given by (4.1), (4.2) or (4.3). A priori, we are not assured that the quantity H(γ) = (γ * F )F −1 is z-independent for all γ ∈ ∆. When χ is Λ R r SL 2 (C)-valued for all γ ∈ ∆, then by uniqueness of the Iwasawa decomposition, one sees that χ = H. Assuming H is z-independent, there are well known closing conditions for the cmc immersions, first formulated in [8] for the target R 3 .
Theorem 6.1. Let M be a Riemann surface with universal cover M , and let F ∈ F r ( M ) be an r-unitary frame on M with monodromy 
Cylinders and Delaunay surfaces
We apply the preceeding ideas and derive Weierstraß data for cmc cylinders in the three dimensional space forms. The domain will be the Riemann surface M = C * . Hence the group of deck transformations is generated by (7.1) τ : log z → log z + 2πi .
When the target is R 3 we choose λ 0 = 1 and a = 1/4; for S 3 we choose λ 0 = e −iθ , µ = e 2iθ for θ ∈ R and a = 1/(2 √ 2 + 2 cos θ); for H 3 we choose λ 0 = e q for q ∈ R * and a = 1/(2 √ 2 + 2 cosh q). In each case, the appropriate condition of Theorem 6.1 holds and thus the resulting maps f λ 0 given by the corresponding Sym-Bobenko formula are conformal cmc immersions defined on C * . Inserting F into equations (4.1), (4.2) or (4.3) yields explicit parametrizations of round cylinders. In S 3 , each cylinder becomes a covering of a torus, since its geodesic axis in S 3 is closed. Round cylinders are members of the family of Delaunay surfaces to which we turn next.
7.2. Delaunay surfaces. Delaunay surfaces are cmc surfaces of revolution. In the Euclidean case, these surfaces are described via the generalized Weierstraß representation in detail in [20] . Analogous arguments to those in [20] show that the Weierstraß data below generate also Delaunay surfaces in S 3 and H 3 . Alternatively, since we compute Delaunay frames in section 11, one can explicitly verify this. For more details on Delaunay surfaces in the space forms we refer to [25] , [26] and [37] , to name just a few references. We give the Weierstraß data here: Define for a, b ∈ C, c ∈ R • For R 3 , we choose λ 0 = 1 and a, b ∈ C, c ∈ R so that (7.3) c 2 + |a +b| 2 = 1/4 and ab ∈ R.
• For S 3 , we choose λ 0 = e −iθ , µ = e 2iθ for θ ∈ (0,
• For H 3 , we choose λ 0 = e q for q ∈ R * and a, b ∈ C, c ∈ R so that (7.5) c 2 + |a +b| 2 + 4ab sinh 2 (q/2) = 1/4 and ab ∈ R. 7.3. Weights. Let γ be an oriented loop about an annular end of a cmc surface in R 3 or S 3 or H 3 , and let Q be an immersed disk with boundary γ. Let η be the unit conormal of the surface along γ and let ν be the unit normal of Q, the signs of both of them determined by the orientation of γ, and let H denote the mean curvature. Then the flux of the end with respect to a Killing vector field Y (in R 3 or S 3 or H 3 ) is
When the end is asymptotic to a Delaunay surface with axis ℓ and Y is the Killing vector field associated to unit translation along the direction of ℓ, we abbreviate w(Y ) to w and say that w is the weight of the end. This weight w changes sign when the orientation of γ is reversed, but otherwise is independent of the choices of γ and Q and hence a homology invariant [26] , [25] . (Since the mean curvature in [26] and [25] is defined as the sum of the principal curvatures, rather than the average, we must replace H by 2H in the formulas for the weights there.) As the unitary Delaunay frame has the simple form F | S 1 = exp(iA arg z) for z ∈ S 1 , the image of S 1 under the resulting immersion is a geodesic circle which can be explicitly computed. Also, one can explicitly compute the normal vector to the surface along the image of S 1 , allowing us to compute the weights of Delaunay surfaces: Lemma 7.1. The weights of Delaunay surfaces in R 3 , S 3 and H 3 generated by Weierstraß data (z −1 Adz, Id, 1) are given respectively by the following quantities:
Proof. Because Φ = exp(log z A) ∈ Λ R r SL 2 (C) when |z| = 1, by uniqueness of the Iwasawa factorization, also F = exp(log z A) on S 1 . Thus by the Sym-Bobenko formulas for the cmc immersion f and by the formulas for the normal N in the proofs of Lemmas 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, we also know f and N explicitly for z ∈ S 1 . Hence, defining γ to be the counterclockwise loop about the circle f ({|z| = 1}), and choosing Q to be the totally geodesic disk with boundary γ, we can explicitly compute the weight (7.6). In the case of R 3 , the computation is as follows: To simplify the computations, we may assume without loss of generality that a, b ∈ R and c = 0, and that both b and H are positive, see [20] . Then
and the resulting immersion (4.1) and normal are given by
It follows that the circular disk Q with boundary γ has radius 2|a/H| and normal ν = i(ǫ + − ǫ − ). Furthermore, Y = ν, and η = ν or η = −ν when a > 0 respectively a < 0. Then
Corollary 7.2. The weights of Delaunay surfaces in R 3 , S 3 or H 3 are subject to the following bounds, respectively:
Proof. For the R 3 case, by (7.3) it follows that |a| 2 + |b| 2 + 2ab ≤ |H| by the first equation of (7.7). The arguments are similar for the other two space forms, using (7.4) and (7.5) and the formulas for the mean curvature in Theorem 4.1.
An unduloid (respectively nodoid, twice punctured round sphere, round cylinder) is produced when ab > 0 (respectively ab < 0, ab = 0, c = 0 and |a| = |b|).
Asymptotics for Delaunay Ends
We give a sketch of how we prove that a surface has a Delaunay end and defer the technical proof to section 12. We must first define some norms: Let X(λ) : E → gl 2 (C) for E ⊂ C and define the operator norm ||X|| E by ||X|| E := sup λ∈E |X| , where |X| := max w∈C 2 ;|w|=1 X w, X w with ·, · the bilinear extension of the standard R 2 inner product. This is a multiplicative norm and is equivalent to the Euclidean norm on matrices in gl 2 (C).
To show that some associated family g λ has a Delaunay end for λ = λ 0 , say at a puncture z = 0, we compare it to an associated family of Delaunay surfaces f D λ and show that
Assume the immersions f D λ , g λ are generated by unitary frames F λ and G λ respectively. Using the Sym-Bobenko formulas (4.1) (4.3) (4.2), the convergence in (8.1) is equivalent to
Sufficient conditions for (8.2) to hold are: While the extended unitary frame of a Delaunay surface can be computed, see section 11, these conditions above remain hard to check since G λ is generally not explicitly known. If the unitary frames are somehow related, one can say more. A sufficient condition for this to be the case is if the potentials are related as follows: Let A be as in (7.2) and assume that g λ and f D λ are generated by potentials η respectively Az −1 dz, and that η = Az −1 dz + ϑ with ϑ holomorphic in a neighbourhood U of z = 0. If we write z A = exp(A log z), then we modify in Lemma 8.2 a well-known result from the theory of regular singular points which asserts that there exists a solution of dΨ = Ψ η of the form
with a map P = P (z, λ) that is holomorphic in U and P (0, λ) = Id.
Lemma 8.2. Let U be an open neighbourhood of z e ∈ C, U * = U \ {z e } and ρ ∈ (0, 1).
Suppose that ξ ∈ Λ r Ω(U * ) for all r ∈ (ρ, 1/ρ) has a simple pole at z e and the following expansion in z at z e :
where A = A(λ) and λ 0 are as in Subsection 7.2 and either (7.3) or (7.4) or (7.5) holds. Then there exists an r 0 ∈ (ρ, 1) and an open set V with z e ∈ V ⊂ U and a map P :
at z e and
Furthermore, P is holomorphic in A r 0 except at a finite number of points in C 1 . In the case that ξ 0 (λ) ≡ 0 and R < min(|λ 0 | ±1 ) and that λ 0 and A are chosen so that (7.5) holds, then r 0 can be chosen strictly less than min(|λ 0 | ±1 ).
Proof. As this result is well known (see [10] , for example), we merely outline the proof. Setting P = k≥0 P k (z − z e ) k yields the recursive equations
The solvability for all P k follows from the fact that the difference of the two eigenvalues of A over C 1 is an integer at only isolated points. The series for P converges by standard ode arguments, see [16] , [12] . In fact, P is defined and holomorphic in λ and det P = 1, for any nonzero λ = λ k,± , where
with Υ = 0 or Υ = sin 2 (θ/2) or Υ = − sinh 2 (q/2) for R 3 or S 3 or H 3 , respectively. Defining P = {λ k,± : |λ k,± | < 1}, then r 0 can be chosen to be the maximum norm of elements in P.
When ξ 0 = 0, then, with k = 1 in Equation (8.5), we find that P 1 = 0, and hence P is nonsingular at λ 1,± . Since λ 0 is in the set {λ 1,+ , λ 1,− }, the final statement of the lemma follows.
Returning to the asymptotics, let us put Lemma 8.2 to work. Let Ψ be the special solution in (8. 
D . Since Iwasawa splitting is an analytic diffeomorphism that preserves C 1 convergence (see [31] ), it suffices to show
Then if λ 0 ∈ A r , the convergence in (8.1) is shown. (The H 3 case is more difficult, because then λ 0 ∈ A r , but we remedy this in Theorem 8.3 and its proof in section 12.) The convergence in (8.7) can be analysed since we know enough about the map P (z, λ) and we explicitly know B D from Theorem 11.1. This is the essential idea behind the following asymptotics result, which we state and prove for general solutions Ψ of dΨ = Ψξ in Λ r GL 2 (C). 
Let P be as in Lemma 8.2 satisfying (8.4). Suppose r < 1 is chosen so that P is nonsingular on A r \ C 1 . Let G be the r-unitary frame obtained from r-Iwasawa splitting a solution Ψ ∈ Λ r GL 2 (C) of dΨ = Ψ ξ that is defined on A r with det(Ψ) = 0 on A r \ C 1 , and let F be the r-unitary frame obtained from splitting 
(i) For the R 3 case assume that (7.3) and choose λ 0 = 1. Suppose that the R 3 weight associated to A satisfies
(ii) For the S 3 case, assume that A satisfies (7.4) and λ −2 0 = µ = e 2iθ for some θ ∈ (0,
(iii)
For the H 3 case, assume that A satisfies (7.5) and λ 0 = e q for some q < 0. In addition we require that
holds for all λ ∈ C 1 . Suppose there exists an s ∈ (0, |λ 0 |) so that Ψ ∈ Λ r GL 2 (C) for all r ∈ (s, 1). Suppose that the H 3 weight associated to A and the H 3 mean curvature H = − coth q satisfy The inequalities (8.11), (8.12) and (8.14) seem to be essential, since numerical experiments suggest they are precisely the interval of weights for which the corresponding Delaunay surfaces are not bifurcating in the sense of Mazzeo and Pacard [27] .
We prove Theorem 8.3 in section 12, and first discuss examples to which this result applies. We present cylinders with one Delaunay end and an arbitrary number of umbilics and then turn our attention to trinoids with Delaunay ends in section 9. 8.1. Perturbed Delaunay surfaces. The period problem for the cylinders we describe here was solved for the R 3 case in [22] , but the asymptotics question is resolved here. Let M = C * and ξ = Az −1 dz with A as in (7.2) . Assume that A and λ 0 satisfy (7.3) or (7.4) or (7.5) for the respective target. Let η ∈ Λ r Ω(C). By Theorem 8.2, there is a solution of dΦ = Φ(ξ + η) of the form Φ = z A P with entire P : C → Λ r SL 2 (C) for some r ∈ (0, 1) arbitrarily close to 1. By (8.5), we may assume P 0 = Id. For τ as in (7.1), the monodromy of Φ is χ(τ ) = exp(2πiA) ∈ Λ R r SL 2 (C), because τ * P = P . So the monodromy of the unitary part F of Φ under r-Iwasawa decomposition satisfies H(τ ) = χ(τ ), and, by (7.3) (7.4) (7.5), the closing conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied. This yields the existence of many types of cmc cylinders in R 3 , H 3 , and S 3 . When the target is H 3 , we must further ensure that F is nonsingular at λ 0 = e q = λ 1,+ or λ 1,− . Choosing C = Id and z e = 0 in Theorem 8. One example of such a cmc surface, looking like a Smyth surface with a Delaunay end added to its head, can be produced with the potential ξ = Az −1 dz + α z k ǫ − dz, for any α ∈ C * and k ∈ N. See Figure 3 (see also [19] and [22] when the target space is R 3 ). We note that ξ is asymptotically the same as the potential for the Smyth surfaces at z = ∞. Furthermore, ξ 0 = 0 and so Corollary 8.5 is applicable for all three target space forms, implying that all these surfaces have an asymptotically Delaunay end at z = 0. 9. Trinoids in R 3 , S 3 and H 3
To construct trinoids, we find a family of potentials defined on the thrice punctured Riemann sphere and dressing elements that unitarize their monodromy representations. First we choose a potential whose monodromy representation is pointwise unitarizable on C 1 , and then apply Theorem 9.4 to construct a dressing that closes the resulting cmc surface. Then we show that the conditions of Theorem 8.3 are satisfied, ensuring that the ends of the surface are asymptotically Delaunay.
This family of trinoids is a three-parameter family of surfaces for each choice of target space and each choice of constant mean curvature, parametrized by the three end-weights.
Normalization: We make the following normalizations, for each of the target spaces:
For S 3 and H 3 , the mean curvature H is determined as in Theorem 4.1. For R 3 , H can be any positive real number. We next extend a result of [35] to S 3 and H 3 .
Theorem 9.1. Let M = C \ {0, 1}. Let H and λ 0 be as in the normalization above. For k ∈ {0, 1, ∞}, let v k ∈ R \ {0} satisfy and define v k (λ 0 + λ
With m k = ν k (+1) and n k = ν k (−1) and {i, j, k} = {0, 1, ∞}, suppose that
Then ξ generates a conformal cmc immersion f : M → R 3 (respectively S 3 , H 3 ) with three asymptotically Delaunay ends having weights w 0 = cv 0 , w 1 = cv 1 , w ∞ = cv ∞ , where c is respectively
We defer the proof of Theorem 9.1 to the end of this section, and first discuss examples and prerequisite technicalities. 
Remark 9.2. Note that Q in Theorem 9.1 is proportional to the Hopf differential (by a zindependent constant), and that the condition v
The following lemma is required for proving Theorem 9.1. The lemma shows that ξ can be gauged to a form with a simple pole that is asymptotically equal to a potential for a Delaunay surface, at any given end. Furthermore, the constant term of the potential becomes zero, which ensures that (8.13) holds for the H 3 case.
Lemma 9.3. Let ξ be a trinoid potential as in Theorem 9.1. Then for each end p ∈ {0, 1, ∞} there exists a gauge on a punctured neighborhood V \ {p} of p, which is nonsingular on I 1 , so that in some conformal coordinate ζ with ζ(p) = 0, the expansion of ξ.g is
where O(ζ 1 ) denotes a holomorphic term that is zero at ζ = 0.
Proof. We consider the end z = 0; the calculation at the other ends is analogous. Let µ = 1 2 − ν 0 (λ). There exist a, b ∈ R with |a| ≥ |b| so that ϕ ϕ * = µ 2 for ϕ = aλ −1 + b. With
On a small punctured neighborhood V \ {0} of z = 0, g : (V \ {0}) × I 1 → SL 2 (C)/{±Id} is a nonsingular analytic map such that g(z, 0) is upper triangular. (This is sufficient to guarantee that gauging by g has no effect in the Sym-Bobenko formulas.) A calculation shows that the expansion of ξ.g at z = 0 is
In the coordinate ζ = z − kz 2 , the expansion of ξ.g at ζ = 0 is ξ.g = A ζ −1 dζ + O(ζ)dζ.
Pointwise unitarisation. Let us denote the ends by (z
be a holomorphic solution of dΦ = Φξ for some trinoid potential ξ. Let H be the monodromy representation of Φ. Let τ j be the deck transformation associated to a once-wrapped counterclockwise loop about the end z j , and let H j = H(τ j ) : C * → SL 2 (C) be the monodromy of τ j . Note that H 0 H 1 H ∞ = Id. Fix some λ 1 ∈ C 1 . Assume that each H j (λ 1 ) is individually conjugate to a matrix in SU 2 , that is, either −1 < t j (λ 1 ) < 1 or H j (λ 1 ) = ±Id, where 2t j = tr(H j ). The three matrices H j (λ 1 ) are then simultaneously unitarisable, that is, there exists a C ∈ GL 2 (C) so that C H j (λ 1 ) C −1 ∈ SU 2 for j = 0, 1, ∞, if and only if, see for example [13] , [43] ,
Let T 0 ⊂ {(ν 0 , ν 1 , ν ∞ ) ∈ R 3 } be the set with tetrahedral boundary defined by (9.6) ν 0 + ν 1 + ν ∞ ≤ 1 and ν i ≤ ν j + ν k for all distinct {i, j, k} = {0, 1, ∞} and ν j ∈ R. Let T be the orbit of T 0 by the action of the group generated by the transformations ν k → ν k + 1 and ν k → −ν k . The inequalities (9.6) are the case n = 3 of Biswas' inequalities for n punctures [2] , and are the spherical triangle inequalities in a 2-sphere of radius 1/(2π). For a triangle with side lengths ν j in such a sphere, ν 0 + ν 1 + ν ∞ ≤ 1 means that the triangle is never bigger than the maximal triangle, and ν i ≤ ν j + ν k is the triangle inequality. Define ν j by t j = cos(2πν j ) for ν j ∈ R. The matrices H j (λ 1 ) are simultaneously unitarisable if and only if, see for instance [2] , [35] or [43] ,
9.2. Global unitarisation. We cite a result from [35] , which implies that once the monodromies of a trinoid are simultaneously pointwise unitarised, they can be simultaneously unitarised globally by a loop element. A similar result can be found in [12] . Then there exists an r ∈ (0, 1) and a C :
Example 9.1. Examples of equilateral trinoids in R 3 , S 3 and H 3 are displayed in Figure 4 . The values (end-weight, H, λ 0 ) are respectively ( Proof. We first compute the eigenvalues of H k . For the gauge g and new coordinate ζ in Lemma 9.3 at the end z k , one solution of dΦ =Φ(ξ.g) isΦ = Φg with monodromies −H k for each τ k . Since ξ.g has a simple pole at z k , Lemma 8.2 implies that −H k is conjugate to exp(2πiA k ), where A k = Res z k ξ.g. Hence the eigenvalues of H k are exp(±2πiν k ).
We now show that the curve
for all λ ∈ C 1 if and only if the inequalities (9.2) are satisfied. One direction is clear. To prove the other direction, assume equations (9.2) are satisfied. Define
]. All three terms of f are increasing when x ≥ 0 and decreasing when x ≤ 0, so the first two inequalities in (9.2) imply that f ≤ 1 on I. Hence
In the case 0
It is easy to prove the following fact: The function ρ 1 /ρ 0 extends to a smooth function at x = 0, and, if v 1 > v 0 , then |ρ 1 /ρ 0 | is strictly increasing.
In the case v 0 ≥ v 1 , the above fact implies that f 0 /|ρ 0 | is non-increasing. Further, |n 0 | ≤ |n 1 | + |n ∞ | implies that f 0 /|ρ 0 | is non-negative at the upper endpoint of I, so f 0 /|ρ 0 |, and hence f 0 , is non-negative on I.
In the case v 0 ≤ v 1 , the above fact implies that that f 0 /|ρ 0 | is non-decreasing. But (f 0 /|ρ 0 |)(0) = −1 + |v 2 /v 1 | + |v 3 /v 1 | ≥ 0, so f 0 /|ρ 0 | is non-negative on I. Hence |ν 1 | ≤ |ν 2 | + |ν 3 | on C 1 . Symmetric arguments for the other cases imply that
To prove the first part of the lemma, suppose the inequalities (9.2) hold. Because (ν 0 , ν 1 , ν ∞ ) ∈ T ∩ [−1/2, 1/2] 3 , Equation (9.6) holds, and so H 0 , H 1 , H ∞ are simultaneously unitarizable on C 1 \ S, where S is the finite set {λ ∈ C 1 such that (ν 0 , ν 1 , ν ∞ ) ∈ ∂T }. Assumption (i) of Theorem 9.4 holds on C 1 \ S as well.
To prove the final sentence of the lemma, we note that n k ≥ −1/2 and m k ≥ −1/2 imply that v k ≥ −12/(λ 0 + λ −1 0 + 2) in all three space forms, and that v k ≥ −12/(λ 0 + λ
in S 3 . Thus the weights w k satisfy
where c is defined as in Theorem 9.1. We must show that the inequalities in (9. Proof of Theorem 9.1: Let Φ(z, λ) : M × C * → SL 2 (C) be a solution of dΦ = Φξ. By Lemma 9.5 and the gluing theorem 9.4, there exists an r-dressing matrix C for r close to 1 which unitarizes the monodromy representation. We have that ν k (λ 0 ) = 0 for k = 0, 1, ∞, which is equivalent to the conditions in Theorem 6.1 for R 3 , S 3 and H 3 respectively, for the dressed monodromy representation. (In the case of R 3 , one must also use that ∂ λ ν k | λ 0 = 0.) In the case of H 3 , with F and B the r-Iwasawa factors of Φ, F extends holomorphically to λ 0 and det F λ 0 = 0. This is because F = CΦB −1 and C, Φ, B are all nonsingular at λ 0 . Thus we are able to apply the Sym-Bobenko formula (5.5) in the case of H 3 . In the other space forms, λ 0 ∈ C 1 , so F is clearly nonsingular at λ 0 .
We conclude that the resulting cmc immersion satisfies τ * f λ 0 = f λ 0 for all τ ∈ ∆, for all three space forms.
Finally, to show that each end z j is asymptotic to an end of a Delaunay surface, we note that all the conditions of Theorem 8.3 are satisfied for ξ.g in the coordinate ζ, where g and ζ are as in Lemma 9.3: λ 0 equals λ 1,+ or λ 1,− , the commutativity condition (8.13) holds by the choice of g, and the lower bounds on the weights (8.11), (8.12), (8.14) hold by Lemma 9.5. 2
Dressed n-noids
We come to a brief discussion of examples of dressed cylinders and trinoids by the simple factors of Terng and Uhlenbeck [40] . A simple factor is determined by a choice of a line in C 2 and a complex number, and by suitably choosing this data, the dressed surface will retain its topology. We show how to obtain dressed cylinders and trinoids in all three space forms, building on results obtained in [23] .
10.1. Simple factors. Let π L : C 2 → L be the hermitian projection onto a line L ∈ CP 1 . For α ∈ C, simple factors [40] are loops of the form
To obtain elements of Λ + r SL 2 (C), we write
A simple factor of Λ + r SL 2 (C) with r < |α| is a loop of the form with ψ L,α and Q defined as in (10.1) respectively (10.2). By construction [40] dressing by simple factors is explicit: In fact, for F (z, λ) ∈ F r ( M ) and r ∈ (0, 1) and h L,α a simple factor with α ∈ C and r < |α| < 1, we have
The proof of this may be found in [23] , where furthermore, the following result is obtained:
Assume there exists α ∈ C, r < |α| < 1 such that H(α) is reducible and let L ∈ CP 1 such that
Bubbletons. Let Φ = z A with A as in (7.2) be the holomorphic frame of a Delaunay surface and λ 0 (and µ in the S 3 case) such that (7.3) or (7.4) or (7.5) hold. As the monodromy of Φ is unitary, it coincides with the monodromy of the unitary Delaunay frame F with respect to the deck transformation (7.1) and is given by H = exp(2πiA). Now let α ∈ C be a solution of
Using the closing conditions (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5) for Delaunay surfaces, we see that δ = (k 2 − 1)(4ab) −1 + Υ, where Υ = 0 or Υ = −4 sin 2 (θ/2) or Υ = 4 sinh 2 (q/2) for the target space R 3 or S 3 or H 3 , respectively. Then exp(2πi A(α)) = ±Id, so for the line L = [1 : 0] ∈ CP 1 and the simple factor h L,α , the dressed frameF = h L,α # r F with r < |α| has monodromy h L,α exp(2πiA) h −1 L,α and satisfies one of the conditions (i), (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 6.1 since exp(2πiA) does. Hence the resulting surfaces are again cmc cylinders. A computation shows that |α| < λ 0 < |α −1 | when the target space is H 3 , so λ 0 ∈ A r in the H 3 case, and so det F λ 0 = 0, allowing us to apply the generalized Sym-Bobenko formula (5.5).
These ideas where used in [19] to construct bubbletons in R 3 and have recently been utilised in [23] to dress cmc n-noids. In [38] , bubbletons in R 3 with ends asymptotic to round cylinders were explicitly constructed. In [44] and [30] less explicit constructions of bubbletons in R 3 with Delaunay ends where obtained. One can easily show that for the surfaces in [38] the ends are asymptotic to round cylinders, but it was unproven that dressing When the initial surface is a round cylinder, one can find explicit parametrisations for the resulting bubbletons (and multibubbletons) in all three space forms [24] . When the target space is R 3 , these explicit parametrisations coincide with those in [38] , which were produced by Bianchi's Bäcklund transformation of a round cylinder. This can also be seen by combining results of [17] and [5] . 
In [23] it was shown that trinoids and symmetric n-noids in R 3 can be dressed by simple factors. The potentials we use in Theorem 9.1 for constructing trinoids in R 3 , H 3 and S 3 are in a slightly more general form than in [23] , and are identical when the target space is R 3 . In the more general form, the only difference in the potentials is the change in the constant λ 0 + λ −1 0 (= 2, < 2 and > 2 for R 3 , S 3 and H 3 , respectively.). This change has little effect on the computations in [23] , and only deforms the infinite discrete set of values of λ where the monodromy is reducible. Then Lemma 3.2 of [23] can be applied verbatim, and we conclude existence of trinoids dressed by simple factors in S 3 and H 3 as well. It was not shown in [23] that dressing by simple factors preserves the asymptotic behaviour of a Delaunay end of a surface. We prove that any asymptotically Delaunay end, which is dressed by simple factors to another closed end, gives again an asymptotically Delaunay end. This result applies to all examples in [23] and to the bubbletons in this section, as well as to dressed trinoids in all three target space forms R 3 , S 3 and H 3 .
Asymptotics of dressed
L have the following matrix forms:
We set
where a, b ∈ R with |a| ≥ |b| > 0 satisfy equations (7.3) or (7.4) or (7.5) with c = 0, and Υ = 0 or Υ = −4ab sin 2 (θ) or Υ = 4ab sinh 2 (q/2) for the target space R 3 or S 3 or H 3 . (Note that by switching a and b if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that |b| ≤ |a|.) In the following theorem, we denote by (10.10)
an open punctured disk in a Riemann surface M , where z is a centered coordinate about a point p ∈ M . Let γ : [0, 1] → U ε be a simple closed curve and denote by δ the corresponding deck transformation of the universal cover of U ε . Denoting a small radius ε ball about λ 0 by B ε (λ 0 ), we have the following: We defer the proof of Theorem 10.3 to section 12, and give a corollary here:
Corollary 10.4. All of the dressed Delaunay surfaces and dressed trinoids in all three space forms described in this section, as well as the dressed symmetric n-noids in R 3 in [23] , have asymptotically Delaunay ends in the sense of (8.9).
Proof. We need only show that the conditions regarding α and the convergence of F −1 G in Theorem 10.3 are satisfied. Although the condition of reducible monodromy about γ at some α ∈ A in Theorem 10.3 appears restrictive, it is in fact satisfied by all of these surfaces. The condition lim z→0 F −1 G − Id Bε(λ 0 ) = 0 is trivial for the dressed Delaunay surfaces, because in that case F = G. This condition lim z→0 F −1 G − Id Bε(λ 0 ) = 0 holds for dressed trinoids and symmetric n-noids, by equation (8.10) in Theorem 8.3.
The Delaunay Extended Frame
We compute the extended unitary frame F of a Delaunay surface in terms of elliptic functions. We restrict to the case that A is off-diagonal in Theorems 11.1 and 11.4, but return to the more general form for A in Corollary 11.5.
Theorem 11.1. Let Φ : C → Λ r SL 2 (C) be defined by Φ = exp((x + iy)A), with A given as in (7. 2) where a, b ∈ R * and c = 0. The r-Iwasawa factorization Φ = F B for any r ∈ (0, 1] is given by
and the functions v = v(x), f = f (x) and the matrices B 0 , B 1 satisfy
Proof. Choose H ∈ R * and set Q = −2abH −1 λ −1 . Let v be the nonconstant solution of (11.2) when |a| = |b| or the constant solution v = 2b when |a| = |b|, and set v 2 1 = H −2 v 2 . Let Θ = Θ 1 dx + Θ 2 dy, where
Let F and B be as in (11.1). We will show that that F ∈ Λ 
where sn, dn are Jacobi elliptic functions and
Corollary 11.3. The unitary frame of any Delaunay surface up to isometry can be written as
for suitable a, b ∈ R and f and B 1 as in (11.2) .
Proof. A Delaunay surface is determined up to rigid motion by its weight w. There exist a, b ∈ R satisfying (7.7) and (7.3), (7.4) or (7.5) with c = 0. The claim now follows from Theorem 11.1.
The associated family of surfaces obtained from F D has constant mean curvature H, √ H 2 − 1, √ H 2 + 1 respectively in R 3 , S 3 and H 3 . One can verify that v 2 1 is the conformal factor and Q dz 2 the Hopf differential using Equations (1.4), (1.7) and (1.9).
11.1. Growth Estimates. The following results, which compute the growth rate of the gauge B that gauges the Delaunay Maurer-Cartan form to the Delaunay potential, will be used to prove Theorem 8.3 to show that the cmc immersion resulting from a perturbation of a Delaunay potential is asymptotic to the base Delaunay immersion.
We will use the following estimate on exp(f A) for A ∈ sl 2 (C) as in Theorem 11.1, with µ = µ(λ) an eigenvalue of A:
which is computable using exp(f A) = Then there exists an X ∈ R + and c 0 : {0 < |λ| ≤ 1} → R + such that for all |x| > X and all λ ∈ {0 < |λ| ≤ 1}, we have
Proof. We compute the growth rate of B using its periodicity properties. Let ρ ∈ R + be the period of the function v of Theorem 11.1. For any x ∈ R there exist x 0 ∈ [0, ρ) and
and B(x 0 + nρ) = B(x 0 ) exp(nf ρA) and consequently
Let d be the point in the set {−a/b, −b/a} ∩ I 1 , and assume first that λ ∈ I 1 \ {0, d}. Equation (11.9) and formula (11.6) yield the estimate Then µ is single-valued on I 1 \ J, so µf (ρ) is defined on I 1 \ J modulo the additive quantity πi. Hence h = Re µf (ρ)/ρ is well-defined on I 1 \ J. Moreover, h is a harmonic function, since it is locally the real part of a holomorphic function. A calculation shows that h = µ for |λ| = 1, and h = 0 on J. The harmonicity of h then implies that |h| ≤ c for all λ ∈ I 1 . This bound, together with the estimate (11.10), yields the estimate (11.8) for all x ∈ R and all λ ∈ I 1 \ {0, d}.
In the exceptional case λ 1 ∈ {0, d}, f A is nilpotent at λ 1 , so B(x, λ 1 ) has linear growth in |x|. Define c 1 (λ 1 ) = 1. Since c > 0, and because exponential growth eventually supersedes linear growth, there exists an X ∈ R + such that (11.8) holds at λ 1 for all |x| > X . This next result extends Theorem 11.4 to the case when c = 0 in (7.2). Let Φ = F B be the Iwasawa factorization of Φ, and let µ(λ) be an eigenvalue of A and c as in (11.7) . Then there exists an X ∈ R + and c 0 : {0 < |λ| ≤ 1} → R + such that for all |x| > X and all λ ∈ {0 < |λ| ≤ 1} the inequality (11.8) holds.
Proof. To prove the inequality, we first show that there exists a θ ∈ R and a g such that the following two properties hold:
e iθ 0 0 e −iθ , and g and D are independent of x + iy.
(ii) g −1 Ag =Ã, whereÃ := 0ãλ −1 +b b +ãλ 0 for someã,b ∈ R * .
Chooseã,b ∈ R * such thatc 2 + |a| 2 + |b| 2 =ã 2 +b 2 and ab =ãb and so that |ã/b| ≥ 1 if |a/b| ≥ 1, respectively |ã/b| ≤ 1 if |a/b| ≤ 1. If |a/b| ≥ 1, define g by (11.11) g := 1
(ã +bλ)(a +bλ)
If |a/b| ≤ 1, define g by (11.12) g := 1
(ãλ +b)(āλ + b)
With the proper choice of θ, we have the two above properties. LetΦ = exp((x + iy)Ã), and letΦ =FB be its Iwasawa decomposition. By Theorem 11.4,B satisfies the growth rate (11.8) . We will useB to show that B also satisfies (11.8) .
The gauge g can be explicitly decomposed into g = U R, where U ∈ Λ R r SL 2 (C) and R : C r → gl 2 (C) and [R,Ã] = 0. In fact, when g takes the form in (11.11), then
where R = (ã +bλ)(a +bλ), S = (ãλ −1 +b)(ãλ +b),
Furthermore, S −1/2 log F can be algebraically decomposed into
where (S −1/2 log F) u satisfies (S −1/2 log F) u = −(S −1/2 log F) * u and (S −1/2 log F) + | λ=0 is zero and (S −1/2 log F) 0 is independent of λ. Although R is single-valued in λ, S −1/2 log F can be multiple valued, with values in C ∪ {∞}/Ω, where
In other words, different values of S −1/2 log F can differ by terms of the form 2πikS −1/2 for k ∈ Z. Since 2πikS −1/2 = −(2πikS −1/2 ) * , we conclude that (S −1/2 log F) 0 and (S −1/2 log F) + are single-valued, and that exp((S −1/2 log F) uÃ ) is single-valued although (S −1/2 log F) u might not be. Thus we have the single-valued decomposition
) is constant, and R + = exp((S −1/2 log F) +Ã ) ∈ Λ + r SL 2 (C), and R u , R 0 and R + all commute withÃ. Since
and so B satisfies the same growth rate (11.8) asB, since D and R + and g are all independent of x + iy. When g takes the form in (11.12), the argument is similar.
Delaunay Asymptotics
We conclude by proving Theorems 8. Let s ∈ (0, |λ 0 |) and let C : A s → gl 2 (C) be an analytic map, where det C = 0 only at a finite number of points p 1 , ..., p k ∈ C 1 , and suppose that C exp(2πiA)C −1 ∈ Λ R s SL 2 (C). Then there exists a ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that for every r ∈ (ρ, 1), the cmc immersion from C \ {z e } to R 3 or S 3 or H 3 produced by Proof of Theorem 8.3: The proof of (i) can be found in [35] , where it is shown that one can assume ξ 0 = 0, ensuring that P is nonsingular at λ 1,± . In that proof in [35] , condition (8.11) implies that P has no singularities on C 1 . Thus P is nonsingular on A s with s as in Lemma 12.1. Since Φ := Ψ · P −1 = C(z − z e ) A for some C = C(λ), and since C is finite wherever P is nonsingular, C is finite on A s . Then Lemma 12.1 implies that f is a portion (containing one end) of a Delaunay surface in R 3 with the same weight w. Therefore, g has an asymptotically Delaunay end at z e of weight w, in the sense of (8.9).
(ii) The proof is almost analogous to (i), since λ 0 and µ still lie in C 1 . Just like in the R 3 case, using condition (8.12) and Lemma 12.1, f is an end of a Delaunay surface in S 3 with weight w, and g has an asymptotically Delaunay end at z e of weight w. There are only two parts of the proof in [35] of the R 3 Delaunay asymptotics theorem that require minor modifications in order to prove (ii):
A. The weight condition in equation (8.12) must be computed by taking into account that A now satisfies (7.4) rather than (7.3).
B. It follows from lim z→ze F −1 G − Id C 1 = 0 that (8.9) holds. When the target space is S 3 rather than R 3 , a slightly different computation is required: Given λ, µ ∈ C 1 , both G 
(iii) The case of Delaunay asymptotics in H 3 requires a significantly different proof, using the explicit Delaunay frame computed in Corollary 11.3, because now λ 0 ∈ C 1 . Let ξ, Ψ, G, F , P and ab = 0 all be as in Theorem 8.3, with r-Iwasawa splittings Φ := ΨP −1 = F B D , Ψ = G B.
Step 1: Changing ξ 0 to zero. Recall from (8.13) that we now assume [ A, ξ 0 ] = 0 for all λ ∈ C 1 . This condition is included for the following technical reason: In the proofs of Delaunay asymptotics for R 3 in [12] , [19] and [35] first a gauge transformation and a conformal change of parameter z fixing z e is applied to achieve ξ 0 = 0, and hence ξ = A(z−z e ) −1 dz+O((z−z e ) 1 )dz. To accomplish this gauging, the condition that det A = −1/4 in I * r := I r \ {0} for r < 1 and r close to 1 is used. However, det A = −1/4 does occur in I * r when λ 0 ∈ C 1 . To avoid this problem, we include the condition (8.13), and then a mere conformal change of parameter z fixing z e can force ξ 0 = 0. Hence ξ 0 = P 1 = 0. So P is defined at λ 0 = λ 1,− , and there exists a positive s < |λ 0 | such that P is nonsingular on A s . We cannot weaken (8.13) to the assumption that [ A, ξ 0 ] = 0 at only λ 0 , since then one can still find examples where P 1 becomes singular at λ 0 . (In fact, the trinoid potentials in section 9 all satisfy condition (8.13), regardless of the target.)
Step 2: F , G, f , g are well defined. Now G and F are defined and nonsingular for all λ ∈ ∪ r∈(s,1) C r , because Ψ, P , B and B D are. In particular, this is so at λ 0 , and so f and g are defined. (See Remark 8.4.)
Step 3: Sufficient conditions for convergence. As in the asymptotics theorem in [35] , there exists a ρ > s such that equation (8.8 ) (with F D replaced by F ) holds for all r ∈ (ρ, 1). It will suffice to strengthen this to
where C = {λ | s < |λ| < 1}. Then (8.9) will hold at λ 0 = e q , by an argument analogous to part B in the proof of (ii).
Step 4: f is a Delaunay surface. Since dΦ = ΦA(z − z e ) −1 dz, we have Φ = C(z − z e ) A for some C = C(λ), where C is singular at the same points as P . Condition (8.14) and ξ 0 = 0 imply that P is nonsingular on A s , so C is as well. Then Lemma 12.1 implies that f is an end of a Delaunay surface in H 3 with weight w.
Step 5: Showing (12.1). Let C = C u C + be the r-Iwasawa decomposition of C. By Lemma 12.2, there exists a ρ ∈ (s, 1) such that for all r ∈ (ρ, 1), there exist a U ∈ Λ R r GL 2 (C) and an R : A r → gl 2 (C) commuting with A such that C + = U R and so thatÂ := U AU −1 has the form in (7.2) . A andÂ have the same weight w, andÂ satisfies (7.5) at λ 0 . It follows that Φ = C u (z − z e )ÂC + .
Consider the r-Iwasawa decomposition (z − z e )Â = F 0 B 0 for r ∈ (ρ, 1). It follows that asymptotically. The weight conditions on w in equation (8.14) imply that c < 1, proving the first half of (12.2).
As B D P B −1 D is holomorphic in λ, shifting s to be slightly larger but still in (0, |λ 0 |) and applying the Cauchy integral formula, we also have that ∞ , where h ∞ will be defined below after some prerequisite functions are defined. We will show that f D is a Delaunay surface at the end of this proof (Step 3). We recall from equation (10.5) that f λ 0 has extended frame h L,α # r G = h L,α Gh −1 L ′ ,α . Define x, y by log z = −(x + iy) and let λ 0 be as in Section 7.2.
Step 1 
we consider, for λ ∈ B ε (λ 0 ),
Note that |h L ′ ,α | is bounded, because α ∈ B ε (λ 0 ) for small ε. By assumption,
L ′′ ,α || Bε(λ 0 ) = 0. It thus only remains to show that h L ′′ ,α converges to the map h ∞ defined below.
Step 2 The upper-left entry of F D defined from equation (12. 3) with λ = α has no zeroes near x = ∞, so A has no zeroes near x = ∞. Thus from equation (10.8) , the entries of ψ L ′′ ,α (equation (10.1) ) can be written as rational functions of B/A, B * /A, A * /A and their complex conjugates, with coefficients independent of z. Thus the entries of h L ′′ ,α are rational in terms of B/A, B * /A, A * /A and their complex conjugates, with coefficients independent of z. We show that B/A respectively B * /A, A * /A converge to the following periodic functions P 1 respectively P 2 , P 3 as x → ∞: where X α denotes the value of X at λ = α. We show only that B/A converges to P 1 . (To show convergence of B * /A and A * /A to P 2 respectively P 3 is similar.) We have .4) is constant v = 2b, and (12.8) is clear. When |a| > |b|, because α ∈ A, Re((x + iy − f α )X α ) = (x − f α )X α . Now v is not constant, and since |α| < |b/a| and dn(2ax, 1 − b 2 /a 2 ) ∈ (0, 1], it follows that ∂ x (x − f α )X α is positive and uniformly bounded away from zero for all x ∈ R. Thus (12.8) holds. We set h ∞ to be h L ′′ ,α with B/A (respectively B * /A, A * /A) replaced by P 1 (respectively P 2 , P 3 ) in equation (12.5) (respectively (12.6), (12.7)). Thus lim x→∞ ||Id−h L ′′ ,α h −1 ∞ || Bε(λ 0 ) = 0. Therefore f λ 0 → f D λ 0 as x → ∞ in the sense of (8.9).
Step 3: Showing that f D is a Delaunay surface. (We show only the R 3 case, as the arguments for S 3 and H 3 are similar.) The immersion f D has frame h L,α U F D h −1 ∞ and h L,α U affects a rigid motion of the surface generated by the frame F D h −1 ∞ , and h ∞ on the right is independent of y, hence vertical translation of the domain is equivalent to rotating the surface about a fixed line. Thus f D is a Delaunay surface. More rigorously, we consider the translation of the domain T θ : x + iy → x + i(y + θ), for θ ∈ R .
is a Delaunay surface if g| λ 0 =1 is. Defining A as in (7.2) with a, b ∈ R and c = 0, we have since h ∞ is independent of the variable y. Equation (12.9) represents a rotation of g| λ 0 by the angle θ about a fixed axis (independent of θ). Hence g| λ 0 is a surface of revolution and so f D is a Delaunay surface. This concludes the proof of Theorem 10.3.
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